Femtosecond electron spectroscopy of coronene, benzo[GHI]perylene, and anthracene.
The large polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon molecules coronene, benzo[GHI]perylene, and anthracene have been ionized with femtosecond laser pulses at low laser intensities and the ionization process studied with velocity map imaging spectroscopy, supplemented with ion yield measurements. The electron spectra of coronene and benzo[GHI]perylene are structureless. Based on fluence and pulse duration dependence measurements, it is shown that the electron spectra are not produced in field ionization processes, and the ionization mechanism is identified to be a quasithermal statistical electron emission, previously suggested for the fullerenes C(60) and C(70). The anthracene photoelectron spectra are dominated by above threshold ionization features, but with some indication of quasithermal ionization at longer pulses.